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Abstract

Most previous studies on information sta-
tus (IS) classification and bridging anaphora
recognition assume that the gold mention or
syntactic tree information is given (Hou et al.,
2013a; Hou, 2016; Rösiger et al., 2018; Hou,
2020b; Yu and Poesio, 2020). In this paper, we
propose an end-to-end neural approach for in-
formation status classification. Our approach
consists of a mention extraction component
and an information status assignment compo-
nent. During the inference time, our system
takes a raw text as the input and generates
mentions together with their information sta-
tus. On the ISNotes corpus (Markert et al.,
2012), we show that our information status
assignment component achieves new state-of-
the-art results on fine-grained IS classification
based on gold mentions. Furthermore, our
system performs significantly better than other
baselines for both mention extraction and fine-
grained IS classification in the end-to-end set-
ting. Finally, we apply our system on BASHI
(Rösiger, 2018) and SciCorp (Rösiger, 2016)
to recognize referential bridging anaphora. We
find that our end-to-end system trained on IS-
Notes achieves competitive results on bridging
anaphora recognition compared to the previ-
ous state-of-the-art system that relies on syn-
tactic information and is trained on the in-
domain datasets (Yu and Poesio, 2020).

1 Introduction

Information status (IS henceforth) studies how dis-
course entities are referred to in a text (Halliday,
1967; Prince, 1981; Nissim et al., 2004; Markert
et al., 2012) and is related to a wide range of dis-
course phenomena, such as coreference (Ng, 2010),
bridging (Clark, 1975), and comparative anaphora
(Modjeska et al., 2003). In general, IS reflects
the accessibility of a discourse entity based on the
evolving discourse context and the speaker’s as-
sumption about the hearer’s knowledge and beliefs.

Based on Prince (1992) and Nissim et al. (2004),
Markert et al. (2012) proposed an IS scheme for
written English which consists of eight IS cate-
gories. According to Markert et al. (2012), a men-
tion is a discourse entity that carries information
status. An entity is old if it refers to the same entity
that has been mentioned previously. Mediated enti-
ties are discourse-new and hearer-old. They have
not been introduced in the discourse directly, but
are inferrable from previously mentioned entities,
or generally known to the hearer. Finally, an entity
is new if it is introduced into the discourse for the
first time and the hearer cannot infer it from previ-
ously mentioned entities. Figure 1 explains each IS
category with examples from a short text.

Unlike coreference resolution, most previous
work on IS classification and bridging resolution
assumes that the gold mention information is given
(Rahman and Ng, 2012; Hou et al., 2013a; Hou,
2016; Rösiger et al., 2018; Hou, 2020b; Yu and
Poesio, 2020). On a few corpora where gold men-
tions are not annotated (e.g., BASHI), researchers
rely on syntactic parsers to extract mentions (Hou,
2018; Yu and Poesio, 2020). In this paper, we
demonstrate that mentions can be reliably extracted
without relying on syntactic information. Note that
we extract all singleton as well as non-singleton
mentions and assign information status to them.
This is different from most previous work on coref-
erence resolution (Lee et al., 2011; Clark and Man-
ning, 2016; Lee et al., 2017) where the mention
extraction component is focused on identifying
non-singleton mentions only.

Our system consists of two models. The first
model (MenExt) uses context-dependent boundary
representations to extract mentions of discourse
entities including singleton mentions. Unlike Lee
et al. (2017), our model does not have the constraint
of the maximum mention length, and it reasons
over the space of all spans during the inference
time. The second model (ISAssign) assigns infor-
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S1: [The Bakersfield Supermarket]new went bankrupt [last May]m/worldKnow. 

S2: [The business located in [northern Manhattan]m/worldKnow]old closed when [[its]old owner]m/syntactic was murdered. 

S3: [Friends]m/bridging expressed [outrage]new at [the murder]old. 

S4: Unfortunately, [such crimes]m/comparative are not unusual. 

S5: In [[Brooklyn]m/worldKnow and [the Bronx]m/worldKnow]m/aggregate, [one out of four commercial firms]new is burglarized [each year]new.

S6: Since [1984]m/worldKnow, [[New York City]m/worldKnow’s crime rate] m/syntactic has increased by [62%]m/function. 

Description Example

old coreferent with an already introduced entity The business located in northern Manhattan, its, the murder

m/syntactic syntactically linked to other old or mediated 
mentions

its owner, New York City’s crime rate

m/worldKnow. generally known to the hearer last May, northern Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx, New York 
City, 1984

m/bridging associative anaphors which link to previously 
introduced related entities/events

Friends

m/comparative usually contain a premodifier to indicate that 
this entity is compared to another entity

such crimes

m/aggregate coordinated NPs where at least one element 
is old or mediated

Brooklyn and the Bronx

m/function refer to a value of a previously explicitly 
mentioned rise/fall function

62%

new introduced into the discourse for the first time 
and not known to the hearer before

The Bakersfield Supermarket, outrage, one out of four 
commercial firms, each year

Figure 1: Information status categories and examples. IS definitions are from Hou (2020b). Examples are adapted
from a news article in ISNotes.

mation status to the extracted mentions. We use
a mention’s boundary representations in its cor-
responding context to predict its information sta-
tus. The context information is adapted from Hou
(2020b) which is syntactic-agnostic.

For information status classification based on
gold mentions, our second model ISAssign sig-
nificantly outperforms the existing state-of-the-art
model (Hou, 2020b) on the ISNotes benchmark
based on the same context information. In the end-
to-end setting, our system achieves strong results
for both mention extraction and IS classification
compared to other baselines on ISNotes. We fur-
ther demonstrate the usefulness of our system by
applying it to identify referential bridging anaphora
on BASHI (Rösiger, 2018) and SciCorp (Rösiger,
2016). We find that our end-to-end system trained
on ISNotes achieves competitive results for bridg-
ing anaphora recognition compared to a recent
approach (Yu and Poesio, 2020) which uses syn-
tactic tree information for mention extraction and
is trained on the in-domain datasets. We will re-
lease the code and the trained models at https:
//github.com/IBM/bridging-resolution/.

2 Related Work

Information Status Classification. Previous
work on information status classification all as-
sumes that the gold mention information is avail-
able (Markert et al., 2012; Rahman and Ng, 2012;
Cahill and Riester, 2012; Hou et al., 2013a; Hou,
2016, 2020b). In this work, we remove this con-
straint and propose a system to tackle the task in
an end-to-end manner.

Bridging Anaphora Recognition. Most previ-
ous work on bridging focuses on selecting the cor-
rect antecedents for gold bridging anaphors (Poesio
et al., 2004; Hou et al., 2013b; Hou, 2018, 2020a).
As a sub-task of bridging resolution (Hou et al.,
2018), bridging anaphora recognition requires a
system to identify all bridging anaphors in a text.
Some previous work models this task as part of
IS classification problem (Hou et al., 2013a; Hou,
2020b). Yu and Poesio (2020) propose a multi-task
framework for bridging resolution and report re-
sults for bridging anaphora recognition on a wide
range of bridging corpora that follow different
bridging definitions. All these studies are mainly

https://github.com/IBM/bridging-resolution/
https://github.com/IBM/bridging-resolution/
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Mention Extraction Model

[SEP1] Adults [SEP2] with AIDS have had access to the drug since 1987 .

[SEP1] Adults with [SEP2] AIDS have had access to the drug since 1987 .

[SEP1] Adults with AIDS [SEP2] have had access to the drug since 1987 .

Adults [SEP1] with [SEP2] AIDS have had access to the drug since 1987 .

Adults [SEP1] with AIDS [SEP2] have had access to the drug since 1987 .

Adults [SEP1] with AIDS have [SEP2] had access to the drug since 1987 .

Adults with [SEP1] AIDS [SEP2] have had access to the drug since 1987 .

Adults with [SEP1] AIDS have [SEP2] had access to the drug since 1987 .
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[SEP1] Adults with AIDS [SEP2] have had access to the drug since 1987 . [SEP] FALSE
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Figure 2: System architecture of our proposed approach for end-to-end IS classification.

based on gold mentions. On a few corpora (BASHI
and SciCorp) in which mentions are not annotated,
gold or predicted syntactic information is explored
to extract “NPs” as the mentions. In this work,
we focus on identifying bridging anaphors on the
three corpora (i.e., ISNotes, BASHI, and SciCorp)
that contain anaphoric referential bridging anno-
tations.1 Our system does not rely on any gold
mention or syntactic information and works well
across different domains.

Mention Extraction. Mention extraction is an
important task for a lot of down-streaming tasks,
such as relation extraction (Mintz et al., 2009), en-
tity linking (Kolitsas et al., 2018), and coreference
resolution (Lee et al., 2011). Note that the mean-
ing of “mention” varies across different tasks. Our
definition for mentions is close to the one used in
coreference resolution. However, mention detec-
tion in coreference resolution usually focuses on
non-singletons only. In our work, mentions are
referential discourse entities which include both
singleton and non-singleton entities. Furthermore,
IS classification is also related to “anaphorocity de-

1Rösiger et al. (2018) call this type of bridging as “referen-
tial bridging” in which bridging anaphors are truly anaphoric.
This is different from bridging annotations in ARRAU (Poesio
et al., 2018) where most bridging links are “non-anaphoric
referential bridging pairs”, such as Europe–Spain.

tection” in coreference resolution (Wiseman et al.,
2015) as some old mentions are anaphors in coref-
erence.

3 Method

In this section, we describe our system for end-
to-end information status classification in detail.
Figure 2 illustrates how the system extracts men-
tions from the input sentences (Mention Extraction
Model) and assigns information status for the pre-
dicted mentions (IS Assignment Model).

3.1 Mention Extraction Model

We formulate the task of mention extraction as a
binary classification problem for every possible
span in a sentence sent. Specifically, for a span
s containing one or multiple words, we insert two
special tokens “[SEP1]” and “[SEP2]” immediately
before and after s, respectively. This gives us a new
sentence sent′. We then use a transformer encoder
to encode the new sentence sent′ and concatenate
the hidden states of “[SEP1]” and “[SEP2]” in the
last layer to generate the contextual representation
for the span s (i.e., [h[SEP1], h[SEP2]]). The prob-
ability of s being a valid mention is calculated by
a softmax function over the output layer based on
the span representation “[h[SEP1], h[SEP2]]”.
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Training. Training data for mention extraction is
generated by considering spans up to L words for
all sentences. For a sentence containing N words,
we generate the corresponding training instances
by collecting spans that start from each word up to
L words (illustrated in “Input Sentences” in Figure
2). The size of the training instances generated for
each sentence will be O(NL) if L < N . To make
training more efficient, following Lee et al. (2017),
we set L = 10.2

Inference. During the inference stage, for a
given sentence s that contains N words, we apply
the learned model to all spans (O(N2)) without
any pruning. The spans that belong to the positive
class are extracted as the predicted mentions from
this sentence.

It is worth noting that previous work on coref-
erence resolution usually uses aggressive pruning
strategies to extract non-singleton mentions (Lee
et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2020). In our work, the
mention extraction model is trained using all spans
up to ten words which include both singleton and
non-singleton mentions as the positive instances.
Although this filters out a small portion of long
mentions, we think the fact that our training data
contains the signals of mention/non-mentions for
all spans up to ten words is sufficient for the model
to learn the differences between mentions and non-
mentions. Therefore, we do not apply any pruning
during inference.

3.2 IS Assignment Model

We model IS assignment as a multi-class classifi-
cation problem for every predicted mention in a
sentence sent. More specifically, for a predicted
mention m in sent, we insert two special tokens
“[SEP1]” and “[SEP2]” immediately before and af-
ter m, respectively. We treat this new sentence as
the local context to predict the IS category for m.
Furthermore, we add an additional token which
indicates whether the current mention m has the
same string with any previous mentions in the text.
Hou (2020b) found that this additional previous
context information is important for predicting old
mentions. As illustrated in Figure 2 (IS Assign-
ment Model), we generate the input for the model

2 Lee et al. (2017) reported that mentions that exceed the
maximum mention width of ten words only account for less
than 2% of the training mentions in OntoNotes. Note that
these mentions are all non-singletons. In ISNotes, we found
that 10% of the mentions contain more than ten words and
most of them (80%) are singletons.

by concatenating the local context and the addi-
tional token using the special token “[SEP]”. Sim-
ilar to the mention extraction model architecture,
we use another transformer encoder to encode the
input and generate the contextual representation
([h[SEP1], h[SEP2]]) for the mention m by concate-
nating the hidden states of “[SEP1]” and “[SEP2]”
in the last layer. Finally, we use a softmax func-
tion to predict the IS category for m based on its
contextual representation “[h[SEP1], h[SEP2]]”.

Note that our model is different from the one
proposed in Hou (2020b). Hou (2020b) treats IS
assignment as a sentence classification task by de-
signing a special sequence for each mention. The
author applies BERT to encode the sequence and
uses the hidden state of the “[CLS]” token for pre-
diction. Although this model achieves a great im-
provement compared to previous approaches on IS
classification on ISNotes, we think that our men-
tion representation based on “[SEP1]” and “[SEP2]”
is more accurate compared to the “[CLS]” token
because the latter does not capture a mention’s po-
sition information in its local context.3

Training and Inference. The training dataset is
generated based on the gold mentions. During
inference, we applied the trained model to assign
information status to the predicted mentions or the
gold mentions in the testing dataset.

3.3 Model Parameters

Our system is developed based on Huggingface
Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). For mention ex-
traction, we train the model for one epoch with
a learning rate of 1e − 54 and a batch size of 32.
For IS assignment, the model is trained for three
epochs with a learning rate of 3e− 5 and a batch
size of 32. Both models are initialized using pre-
trained RoBERTaLARGE contextual embeddings
(Liu et al., 2019). During training and testing, the
maximum text length is set to 128 tokens.5

3For both mention extraction and IS assignment, we have
tried to extract representation for a mention based on its first
token and last token. In our experiments, we found that using
the special tokens ([SEP1]/[SEP2]) leads to better results.

4In practice, we found that a higher learning rate leads
to unstable models for mention extraction. This corresponds
to the observations from Mosbach et al. (2020) that small
learning rates can avoid vanishing gradients early in training
when fine-tuning transformer-based masked language models.

5The maximum text length is set to 256 tokens when ap-
plying the system to SciCorp to recognize bridging anaphors.
This is because SciCorp contains a few long sentences due to
the noise from sentence splitting.
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4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

We use three datasets for experiments. The first
dataset ISNotes (Markert et al., 2012) contains 50
texts with 10,980 mentions from the World Street
Journal (WSJ) portion of the OntoNotes corpus.
Each mention is assigned to one of the eight IS
categories described in Figure 1. Table 1 shows the
IS distribution in ISNotes.

For mention extraction and IS assignment, we
mainly test our approach on ISNotes since it con-
tains mention annotations for all mentions includ-
ing both singletons and non-singletons.

Additionally, we apply our model trained on
ISNotes to identify bridging anaphors in BASHI
(Rösiger, 2018) and SciCorp (Rösiger, 2016) in
which bridging anaphors are truly anaphoric6. In
general, bridging anaphora recognition is a rela-
tively less explored research area, especially in the
end-to-end setting.

BASHI contains 459 bridging anaphors from
50 WSJ texts which are different from the ones
in ISNotes. Note that BASHI does not contain
mention annotations and its bridging anaphors also
include comparative anaphors which are treated as
a separate IS category in ISNotes.

SciCorp contains 1,366 bridging anaphors from
14 full English scientific papers from two disci-
plines (i.e., genetics and computational linguis-
tics). Note that bridging anaphors in this corpus
are restricted to definite noun phrases only. Fol-
lowing Rösiger et al. (2018), we filter out bridging
anaphors that are “containing inferrable” (Prince,
1981), such as “their interest” or “our aim”. These
mentions are “mediated/syntactic” in ISNotes.

4.2 Experimental Setup

On ISNotes, all experiments are performed using
10-fold cross-validation on documents. For men-
tion extraction, we report Recall, Precision and
F-score based on exact match on gold mentions.
For IS assignment, we report Recall, Precision and
F-score per IS category. In the end-to-end setting,
a prediction is counted as correct if it matches with
the boundaries of a gold mention and has the same
IS type as the gold mention.

6Rösiger et al. (2018) call this type of bridging as “refer-
ential bridging”.

Mentions 10,980
old 3,237
mediated 3,708

syntactic 1,592
world knowledge 924

bridging 663
comparative 253

aggregate 211
func 65

new 4,035

Table 1: IS distribution in ISNotes.

R P F
Baselines

syntactic NPs 78.0 67.1 72.1
Lee et al. (2011) 74.2 70.8 72.5
Yu et al. (2020) 88.7 86.6 87.7

Our model
our model (test L = 10) 83.5 92.4 87.7
our model 92.8 91.5 92.1

Table 2: Results of our mention extraction model com-
pared to the baselines on ISNotes. The differences be-
tween our model and the baselines are statistically sig-
nificant at p<0.01 using randomization test.

4.3 Results for Mention Extraction on
ISNotes

For mention extraction, we compare our method
with three baselines. The first baseline (syntactic
NPs) is simply to extract all NPs from the automat-
ically parsed syntactic trees as mentions. Yu and
Poesio (2020) use this strategy to predict mentions
for BASHI and SciCorp because gold mentions are
not annotated in these two datasets. We use the
Stanford CoreNLP toolkit (Manning et al., 2014)
to obtain the syntactic trees. The second baseline
(Lee et al. (2011)) is the mention detection compo-
nent from Lee et al. (2011) which is widely used
in various coreference resolution systems. It is a
rule-based system based on automatically parsed
trees. The third baseline (Yu et al. (2020)) is the
best neural mention detection approach proposed
in Yu et al. (2020) which uses biaffine attention
over a bi-directional LSTM to predict mentions.

Table 2 shows the results of our model on men-
tion extraction compared to the three baselines. Our
model outperforms the three baselines in all met-
rics. In particular, our model achieves an F-score
of 92.1, obtaining a 4.4 absolute improvement in
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baseline this work
self-attention with baseline with our model

BERTLARGE RoBERTaLARGE RoBERTaLARGE

R P F R P F R P F

old 88.4 90.0 89.2 89.0 92.0 90.5 88.8 91.8 90.3
m/worldKnow. 77.7 79.5 78.6 78.0 80.9 79.4 79.2 79.4 79.3
m/syntactic 83.7 81.1 82.4 85.7 81.8 83.7 84.7 83.5 84.1
m/aggregate 80.1 79.3 79.7 77.7 75.9 76.8 76.8 77.5 77.1
m/function 73.4 85.5 79.0 71.9 80.7 76.0 90.6 81.7 85.9
m/comparative 90.5 86.7 88.6 78.7 85.4 81.9 87.7 88.1 87.9
m/bridging 51.0 54.5 52.7 47.8 53.5 50.5 54.1 59.9 56.9
new 86.6 85.2 85.9 88.2 84.9 86.5 88.8 85.8 87.3
acc 83.7 84.3 85.1

Table 3: Results of the IS assignment model compared to the previous state-of-the-art approach on ISNotes. Bolded
scores indicate the best performance for each IS class. The difference between our model with RoBERTaLARGE

and the baseline is statistically significant at p<0.01 using randomization test.

F-score compared to the baseline Yu et al. (2020).7

Table 2 also reports the results of our model
using L = 10 as the pruning strategy during in-
ference. That is, we filter out predicted mentions
which contain more than ten words. This results in
a 4.4 F-score drop in performance, which verifies
our assumption in Section 3.1 that our model can
learn the differences between mentions and non-
mentions well from the signals of all spans up to
ten words and we do not need to apply pruning
during inference.

Inference Efficiency. During the inference stage
for mention extraction, previous studies on coref-
erence resolution normally set the maximum men-
tion length to 10 tokens (Lee et al., 2017). Yu et al.
(2020) set this number to 30. We implemented
both options as our baselines (see Table 2). For a
sentence containing k words, our inference algo-
rithm will have to classify k(k+1)/2 spans, which
leads to a time complexity of O(k2). The other two
options will have a time complexity of O(k ∗ 10)
and O(k ∗ 30), respectively. The average sentence
length on ISNotes is 24.3 tokens. Among all sen-
tences, 10.5% have less than 10 tokens, and 73%
have less than 30 tokens. Normally k would not
be a large number. On a sentence containing 100
tokens, our algorithm is 5 times slower than the
pruning with L = 10, and 1.7 times slower than
the pruning with L = 30. In practice, we have
tested our algorithm on scientific papers using a

7Yu et al. (2020) report 87.9 (recall), 89.7 (precision) and
88.8 (F-score) for mention detection on the CRAC testing
dataset in the “High F1” setting. Our mention extraction
model trained on the CRAC training dataset achieves better
results on the same test set: 91.1 (recall), 90.4 (precision) and
90.8 (F-score).

simple heuristic to filter out non-mentions during
inference. More specifically, we do not perform
inference for spans starting with verbs, punctua-
tion or prepositions using a dictionary. This greatly
helps us to speed up the inference process. In ad-
dition, one main goal of our work is to test the
performance of this algorithm without adding any
pruning constraints. As a result, it is interesting
to see that the model can effectively filter out long
non-mentions by itself.

4.4 Results for IS Classification on ISNotes
Based on Gold Mentions

In this section, we compare our IS assignment
model to the previous state-of-the-art approach
(Hou, 2020b) using gold mentions as input. Note
that the baseline model proposed by Hou (2020b)
treats IS classification as a sentence classifica-
tion task based on carefully designed “pseudo sen-
tences”. It is fine-tuned on BERTLARGE and uses
the hidden state of the “[CLS]” token for predic-
tion.8

We find that changing BERTLARGE to
RoBERTaLARGE improves the overall accuracy
by 0.6% (see baseline with RoBERTaLARGE

in Table 3). Our model further improves the
accuracy by 0.8% (85.1 vs. 84.3 in Table 3), which
demonstrates that the mention representation based
on the boundary embeddings in our model is more
accurate than the baseline model. In addition, it
seems that our mention representation is especially
effective for detecting bridging anaphors and
mediated/function mentions.

8Please check Appendix A.4 for more results of IS classifi-
cation on ISNotes from previous approaches.
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baselines this work
NPs from predicted system mentions system mentions our mention

syntactic trees Lee et al. (2011) Yu et al. (2020) extraction model
R P F R P F R P F R P F

old 66.4 77.3 71.4 79.8 81.4 80.6 83.2 86.6 84.9 85.0 89.1 87.0
m/worldKnow. 49.8 58.9 54.0 65.0 61.3 63.1 72.4 69.3 70.8 74.9 70.8 72.8
m/syntactic 67.0 53.9 59.8 57.0 60.8 58.9 77.4 70.2 73.6 80.4 76.3 78.3
m/aggregate 60.7 61.5 61.1 28.0 31.9 29.8 61.1 63.2 62.2 69.7 72.1 70.8
m/function 76.6 63.6 69.5 70.3 50.6 58.8 73.4 73.4 73.4 81.2 81.2 81.2
m/comparative 73.5 56.9 64.1 52.2 55.2 53.7 74.3 72.3 73.3 82.2 79.7 80.9
m/bridging 50.2 42.1 45.8 42.2 44.5 43.3 51.6 53.1 52.3 51.3 53.5 52.4
new 70.8 49.1 58.0 58.2 49.8 53.7 74.1 70.6 72.3 79.0 75.4 77.1
overall 65.8 56.7 60.9 63.4 60.5 61.9 75.5 73.8 74.6 78.9 77.8 78.3

Table 4: Results of IS classification on ISNotes in the end-to-end setting using different mention extraction ap-
proaches. Bolded scores indicate the best performance for each IS class. The differences between our system and
other baselines are statistically significant at p<0.01 using randomization test.

4.5 Results for IS Classification on ISNotes
Based on Extracted Mentions

Previous studies on IS classification only focus on
gold mentions (Markert et al., 2012; Rahman and
Ng, 2012; Cahill and Riester, 2012; Hou et al.,
2013a; Hou, 2020b). It is unclear how these ap-
proaches will perform in realistic scenarios where
gold mentions are often not available. In this sec-
tion, we evaluate our system for IS classification in
the end-to-end setting. More specifically, we apply
our IS assignment model described in Section 3.2
to four sets of system mentions separately. The
system mentions are predicted by four different
approaches that we have compared in Section 4.3.

Table 4 reports the results of IS classification on
ISNotes in the end-to-end setting. It is interesting to
notice that although the first two baselines achieve
similar results for mention extraction in terms of
F-score (Syntactic NP vs. Lee et al. (2011) in
table 2), their results on IS classification are quite
different on each IS category. More specifically,
the mention detection component from Lee et al.
(2011) performs much better on identifying old and
mediated/WorldKnowledge mentions compared to
the other simple baseline that predicts all NPs as
mentions. This is in line with the fact that system
mentions from Lee et al. (2011) are optimized to
identify non-singletons for coreference resolution.
In ISNotes, among all mentions that are the first
mentions in coreference chains, 46.2% are new
mentions, 23.2% are m/worldKnowledge mentions,
and 18.0% are m/syntactic mentions.

In general, our proposed system outperforms the
three baselines in all metrics for most IS categories
by a large margin. We also notice that within our

system, the IS classification results in the end-to-
end setting degrade for all IS categories compared
to the setting with gold mentions (Table 4 vs. Ta-
ble 3). Particularly, the old and mediated/bridging
categories have less performance degradation com-
pared to other IS classes.

4.6 Results for Bridging Anaphora
Recognition on BASHI and SciCorp

To test the effectiveness of our system in a more
realistic scenario, we apply our models trained on
the whole ISNotes corpus to BASHI and SciCorp
to recognize bridging anaphors. Note that BASHI
also includes comparative anaphors as bridging
anaphors. Therefore, we merge the predictions for
mediated/bridging and mediated/comparative and
treat them as bridging anaphors for BASHI. For Sci-
Corp, we use a small list of determiners9 to choose
definite bridging anaphors from all predicted me-
diated/bridging mentions since only definite noun
phrases are annotated in SciCorp.

Table 5 shows the results of our system for bridg-
ing anaphora recognition on BASHI and SciCorp.
We also list the results from a recent approach (Yu
and Poesio, 2020) for these two corpora. Yu and
Poesio (2020) propose a multi-task learning frame-
work to identify bridging links and report results
on BASHI and SciCorp using NPs as the predicted
mentions. Note that the results from Yu and Poesio
(2020) are based on the models trained on the in-
domain datasets using 10-fold cross-validation10.

9The whole list of determiners we used to detect definite
NPs is: {the, this, that, these, those}.

10The results on SciCorp from Yu and Poesio (2020) may
not be directly comparable to ours since it is unclear whether
they filter out containing inferrable mentions from bridging
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Figure 3: Mention extraction performance for mentions of various lengths in different systems. “Freq” is the
percentage of gold mentions with each length.

R P F
BASHI

Yu and Poesio (2020) 34.2 34.4 34.3
our system 59.7 25.5 35.8

SciCorp
Yu and Poesio (2020) 35.7 45.0 39.8
our system 47.6 36.0 41.0

Table 5: Results of our system for bridging anaphora
recognition on BASHI and SciCorp. “Yu and Poesio
(2020)” is the results from Yu and Poesio (2020) which
include gold coreferent anaphors for evaluation.

This is because SciCorp contains texts from a very
different domain compared to ISNotes and BASHI.

In general, our system trained on ISNotes
achieves competitive results to identify bridging
anaphors on BASHI and SciCorp compared to Yu
and Poesio (2020). We notice that our system
achieves relatively high recall scores on both cor-
pora (59.7% on BASHI and 47.6% on SciCorp).

More interestingly, although our system is
trained on a dataset consisting of news articles,
it still can identify certain domain specific bridging
anaphors in genetics and computational linguistic
scientific papers from SciCorp, such as “the un-
derlying siRNA”, “the missing two Nucleotides”,
“the target mRNA”, “the previous optimization”,
“the objective function”, “the next clause”, and
“the most predictive features”. Hou (2020b) states
that some bridging can be indicated by referen-
tial patterns without world knowledge about the
anaphor/antecedent NPs. It seems that our IS as-
signment model can capture some of these patterns
and generalize them into different domains.

anaphors annotated in SciCorp.

5 Analysis

To better understand the strengths and weaknesses
of our system, we provide both quantitative and
qualitative analyses. In the following discussion,
we use predictions from ISNotes.

Mention Extraction Performance. The train-
ing dataset we generated offers strong signals for
spans that correspond to entity mentions, includ-
ing singletons and non-singletons. In Figure 3, we
show recall, precision, and F-score for mentions
of various lengths. In general, our mention extrac-
tion model (Figure 3: left) performs significantly
better than the three baseline models for all length
groups. Although there is some performance degra-
dation for longer mentions containing more than
ten words, the results of our model for this group
are still quite strong with an F-score of 83.4.

It is also worth noting that the results using
the mention detection component from Lee et al.
(2011) degrade gradually with the increase of the
mention length (Figure 3: middle). We think this
is because the system is optimized to identify non-
singleton mentions for coreference resolution and
most coreferent mentions are short. In ISNotes,
88.6% of non-singleton mentions contain less than
six words.

Common Errors on Identifying Bridging. Al-
though our system achieves substantial improve-
ments for bridging anaphora recognition on IS-
Notes compared to previous work (Hou et al.,
2013a; Yu and Poesio, 2020; Hou, 2020b), detect-
ing bridging anaphors still remains a challenging
problem compared to other IS categories. We ex-
amine the confusion matrix of our IS assignment
model based on the gold mentions. We find that
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the model mostly confuses bridging anaphors with
new mentions. The highest portion of recall errors
is due to the fact that the model misclassifies 202
bridging anaphors as new mentions, while most
precision errors are 142 new mentions being mis-
classified as mediated/bridging. It seems that our
model struggles to distinguish bridging anaphors
from some generic new mentions that are relational
nouns (Löbner, 1985) (see Example 1 and Example
2).

(1) Rescue crews, however, gave up hope that oth-
ers would be found alive under the collapsed road-
way.

(2) Lang is cutting costs and will attempt to oper-
ate the magazine with only subscription revenue.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a system that addresses
information status classification in the end-to-end
setting for the first time. Our mention extraction
model does not require any pruning process and can
still achieve strong performance for longer spans.
We show that our system outperforms other base-
lines for mention extraction and IS assignment in
different settings. We further demonstrate that our
system trained on ISNotes can be applied to iden-
tify bridging anaphors in different domains. In
the future, we plan to further improve our algo-
rithm for bridging anaphora recognition. Applying
our system to detect mentions and anaphoricity for
coreference resolution is another interesting avenue
for future work.
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A Appendices

A.1 Datasets

The ISNotes corpus can be downloaded
from https://www.h-its.org/software/

isnotes-corpus/. The BASHI cor-
pus can be downloaded from https:

//www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/en/research/

resources/corpora/bashi/. The Sci-
Corp dataset can be downloaded from
https://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/en/

research/resources/corpora/scicorp/. Note
that ISNotes needs to be integrated with the
original OntoNotes ONF files, and BASHI needs
to be merged with the OntoNotes CoNLL format
annotations.

A.2 Model Parameters

Our system is developed based on Huggingface
Transformers11. The mention extraction model is
trained for one epoch with a learning rate of 1e− 5
and a batch size of 32. The IS assignment model
is trained for three epochs with a learning rate of
3e − 5 and a batch size of 32. Both models are
initialized using pre-trained RoBERTaLARGE con-
textual embeddings. They have 24 transformer
blocks, 1024 hidden units, 16 self-attention heads,
and around 355M parameters.

During training and testing, the maximum text
length is set to 128 tokens. The maximum text
length is set to 256 tokens when we apply the sys-
tem to SciCorp to recognize bridging anaphors.
This is because SciCorp contains a few long sen-
tences due to the noise from sentence splitting.

A.3 Computing Infrastructure and Running
Time

We carried out experiments in a computing cluster
environment. We use a node with a v100 GPU and
32 GB RAM for all experiments. We perform 10-
fold cross-validation on ISNotes. It takes around
120 minutes to train and test the mention extraction
model for one fold. And it takes around 25 minutes
to train and test the IS assignment model for one
fold without any pruning.

A.4 Results of previous studies

In this section we compare our IS assignment
model to previous approaches which use gold men-
tions as input. Table 6 shows the results of fine-

11https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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baselines
Hou et al.(2013) Hou et al.(2013) Hou (2016) Hou (2020)

collective cascade collective incremental LSTM self-attention with this work
BERTLARGE

R P F R P F R P F R P F R P F

old 84.4 86.0 85.2 82.2 87.2 84.7 85.4 84.9 85.2 88.4 90.0 89.2 88.8 91.8 90.3
m/worldKnow. 67.4 77.3 72.0 67.2 77.2 71.9 67.1 74.5 70.6 77.7 79.5 78.6 79.2 79.4 79.3
m/syntactic 82.2 81.9 82.0 81.6 82.5 82.0 80.8 81.9 81.4 83.7 81.1 82.4 84.7 83.5 84.1
m/aggregate 64.5 79.5 71.2 63.5 77.9 70.0 67.8 84.6 75.3 80.1 79.3 79.7 76.8 77.5 77.1
m/function 67.7 72.1 69.8 67.7 72.1 69.8 64.6 76.4 70.0 73.4 85.5 79.0 90.6 81.7 85.9
m/comparative 81.8 82.1 82.0 86.6 78.2 82.2 77.9 83.1 80.4 90.5 86.7 88.6 87.7 88.1 87.9
m/bridging 19.3 39.0 25.8 44.9 39.8 42.2 15.7 32.3 21.1 51.0 54.5 52.7 54.1 59.9 56.9
new 86.5 76.1 81.0 83.0 78.1 80.5 87.2 74.8 80.5 86.6 85.2 85.9 88.8 85.8 87.3
acc 78.9 78.6 78.6 83.7 85.1

Table 6: Results of the IS assignment model compared to previous approaches on ISNotes based on gold mentions.

grained IS classification of different models on IS-
Notes. Below is a short description of each model.

collective. Hou et al. (2013a) applied collective
classification to account for the linguistic relations
among IS categories. They explored a wide range
of features (34 in total), including a large number of
lexico-semantic features (for recognizing bridging)
as well as a couple of surface features and syntactic
features.

cascaded collective. This is the cascading minor-
ity preference system for bridging anaphora recog-
nition from Hou et al. (2013a).

incremental LSTM. This is the attention-based
LSTM model proposed by Hou (2016). The model
uses one-hot vectors to encode IS classes and pre-
dicts information status for all mentions of a docu-
ment from left to right incrementally.

self-attention with BERTLARGE . Hou (2020b)
treats IS classification as a sentence classifica-
tion task based on carefully designed “pseudo sen-
tences”. It is fine-tuned on BERTLARGE and uses
the hidden state of the “[CLS]” token for predic-
tion.

this work. The model described in Section 3.2.


